
Social Rec Activity 

      Wednesday            

   3:30pm-6:30pm 

10/4 Walmart 

10/11 Pearlridge 

10/18 Bowling 

10/24 Tuesday Movies 

10/31 Halloween Party 

 

Sat & Holiday 

10/7 Ho’olaulea 

10/14 NAMI WALK 

10/21 HAPA Beach Outing 

10/28 Ala Moana Mall 

   NAMI WALKS HAWAII 2017 — NAMI ( National Alli-

ance for Mental Illness) is the largest mental health aware-

ness and fundraising event, taking place in more than 80 

locations across the country. All donations from the walk 

stays on our island to ensure help for those who need it. The 

5K walk was on Saturday, October 14, 2017. Hello this is 

your team captain Daniel here with the story of how the 

Ko’olau Sky-walkers conquered at this years Nami Walk. I 

was picked up early at my house in Kaneohe by our Director 

Michelle to bring the cookies and stuff to sell at the walk. 

We arrived at the location before the other walkers showed up. 

With Randall’s drawing and my vision of having Sky-

walkers on the back of a sky blue shirt. The ladies at the 

Clubhouse had their own vision, of making capes with a star 

wars theme that said, “Stigma.” The idea was to chase and 

pretend to attack and fight the ones wearing the stigma 

capes with plastic lightsabers. We WON for best T-Shirt!! 

Thank you Everyone for participating. See you next year!! 

By: Daniel Ortiz 



                                                By: Su’e Malae 

Interview with David Akana... 

1.   Where do you work?  X-Press Tees, a T-shirt printing 

company and it’s located in Kalihi- 

2.  How did you hear about the job?  Staff Christine at the 

Clubhouse. I am grateful to Christine for believing in me 

and giving me a shot at employment. 

3.  What is your job title and What do you do?  Stacker! 

Every day I go in we stalk hundreds of boxes filled with 

shirts and distribute to companies such as Kualoa Ranch, Schools and Goodwill- 

4.  What do you like about the job?   The first two-weeks I was loving the job and I like 

Learning new things! 

5. Any challenges?  This job is super challenging to me. The one stress of working is 

maintaining my benefits—I am worried that my Food stamps will decrease. 

6.  What are your work hours?  Monday – Thursday, from 8am to 12noon 

7.  What advice would you give other members?  Work Hard 

 

Tuesday, October 10th, the 2nd Tuesday of the month. 

Employed members got together for the monthly Em-

ployment Dinner. Staff Eve met with Trae, Nancy, 

Darth Dan, Tony and Lana. Tony was able to join us as 

his job as a crossing guard for school was on Fall break. 

Lana joined us after dinner. She had just purchased a 

pair of work shoes. We talked about challenges like balancing work and Club-

house; accommodations for disabilities; how to advance at work; how to get 

through all the paper work and starting a new job.    By: Nancy Smersh 



                                                                               By: Marcy & Sui 

 

     Our first nutrition class with Pat Oshiro 

was “hoots of fun!!”  We learned about proper 

portions of food to eat and making healthy 

choices.  It is important to drink a lot of water (7-8 cups) a 

day. Stay hydrated every day. Exercise is also important 

for adults at least 10 to 30 minutes a day.  It’s important 

to check food and drink labels for fats, oils, sugar and 

salt.  Our first recipe we did for the day was a milk and 

fruit smoothie.  It was very delicious.  We also learned a song to motivate us 

for healthy eating and the words are “fruits and vegetables every day keeps us 

healthy all the way.”  The special word for our class is Moderation. Nutritional 

(SNAP) class is every Wednesday, at 12noon-2pm. 



By: Hoku &  Jenny 

Ko’olau Clubhouse went to the Annual Alcoholics Anonymous 

meeting on Thursday, September 28, 2017.  Junior who is the 

Windward Treatment Service Section coordinated this awesome 

event. Thank you  Junior! The members who attended were 

Moku, Wayne, Jamie, Christian, Ben and David. This year’s 

Convention was at the Hilton. Walking around the Hilton was 

super fun and the shops were very, very expensive.  It was not 

crowded with people in the beginning but we watched the enter-

tainment. First it was 2 singers then there was a Tahitian 

group who danced and sang. Lots of members knew lots of peo-

ple there. The AA meeting started at 8:00pm and it was a double 

speaker meeting. We could only stay for one speaker because it 

was getting late. The speaker was good, interesting and moti-

vating. There was even two sign language people—who took 

turns. Moku said she would go again because it was a lot of fun 

and she seen her High School friends.  It was fun driving to 

and from. All the members got to know each other better and we 

slept super well that night. Luckily most of us got to go to 

Clubhouse the next morning!       



The artwork “Huaka’i I Ke Ola Hou,” drawn by Randall Palma and painted by Leonard Hoke depicts an 

imagery of members of the Ko’olau Clubhouse in their “Journey in Recovery.”  The artists both bring their 

images of Recovery. In the picture, you can see a baby boy with a cape, sitting on a chair (not pictured in 

the illustration) trying to grab his teddy bear, tied to a couple of balloons, soaring up high, and in the 

background there are the mountains, the sun, and the rainbow. Throughout the artwork there are themes 

of values in the “Journey to Recovery.” 

Anyone who sees this art can relate to its symbolism. The “baby boy” represents an individual trying re-

ally hard to reach his/her goals and dreams in life. As a kid, one of the most important things is our 

toys. The “teddy bear” represents our goals and dreams in life.  The “balloons” represents the hardships 

that we go through. The “cape” on the baby boy represents growth. And, back when we were just kids, we all 

wanted to be some kind of superhero.  So, the cape also represents “Hope,” which will become the element for 

the baby boy to be able to reach for his teddy bear. The mountains, the sun, the flowers, and specifically 

the rainbow, symbolize the Hawaii, our community. 

For individuals with mental illness, the Ko’olau Clubhouse (logo located on the right side of the painting 

at the end of the rainbow) serves as a crossroads to the mainstream values within the community. 

Through the Clubhouse, members (participants) are motivated and encouraged to be the “best version of 

ourselves.” The color value grade scale (on the left), is a principle of art, which creates spatial depth for the 

viewer to create foreground, middle-ground, and background. This scale depicts values and priorities that 

members learn, each of which are ever changing depending on life. There is a diagnosis on the upper left 

side of the painting, which at one time may have labeled members; however it is crossed out as it no longer 

defines a person. Through the personal investment of their recovery, along with the care of supports, mem-

bers are able to feel connected to the community. The caterpillar and butterfly in the painting depicts 

members successful transformation, which is an ongoing and ever changing process. Through motiva-

tion, encouragement and values every individual has their own pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. 

 

 

 

 

Basically, the artwork depicts that nothing in life comes easy. We all go through hardships and strug-

gles, and that is what makes or breaks us. Each person can benefit from motivation, encouragement and 

values to become “the best version of ourselves,” at any given moment. No matter how hard things go in 

life, we have to keep in mind to Strive for the best, “E kulia I ka nu’u,” in our Journey in Recovery, 

“Huaka’i i ke ola hou.” 
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Ko’olau Unit Updates 

CLERICAL 

EMPLOYMENT 
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T
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EDUCATION 
  Maintenance 

We have been talking about our 

Clerical Retreat. To implement 

“wellness” into the work-order day 

etc., During the Clerical meetings 

our members volunteer to answer-

ing the phones to writing the 

monthly newsletter etc., Members 

volunteer to sign-up for different 

task and projects every day. Ma-

halo to all our members who make 

everything run smoothly! 

We are always open to member 

suggestions so  please feel free 

to give your ideals to the 

Kitchen unit! 

 Our Transitional Employment are at 

Livingston Ventures, Time’s Kaneohe 

and Ko’olau and Global village. ‘’ Wan-

na Work Group’’ meets every Friday, at 

1:00pm. “Employment Dinner” is every 

second Tuesday of the month. 

Those who are interested in furthering their 

education please see your primary staff.  

Several members are taking advantage of 

the free computer class. Computer tutoring 

is ON-GOING so If interested please see 

staff Christine or Ella. ‘’Freedom from 

Smoking group’’ meets every Monday, at 

12:30pm to 2:30pm. Good luck to those go-

ing back to school Earl at UH, Reuben and 

Richard at WCC. 

 The Mens bathroom received a needed facelift-  

changing the floor-tiles, added new toilets, 

added new doors and painted them. We are  

very proud of our new bathroom. Please help to 

take care of all our bathrooms. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Big Congratulations to Randy Hack who was rec-

ognized for his outstanding leadership for over 25 

years.  Mahalo for all you do!  

Members went to the Mahalo Awards to 

recognize our outstanding community 

leaders. Much Mahalo! 



Have a wonderful 

birthday to all our 

members! 

 

Derrick Yasuda-President 

and Employment 

Sandy Ing-Treasure 

Saundra Gentzler-Fundraiser 

Nancy Smersh-Education 

Earl Maeda-Secretary  

Arlene Yamashiro 

If you would like to make a 

donation to Friends of Ko’ol-

au Clubhouse contact us at 

(808) 233-3778 or drop items 

off at 46-016 Alaloa Street, 

Kaneohe, HI 96744 

 

The Ko’olau Clubhouse is a comprehensive psycho-social program which of-

fers rehabilitive services to adults seeking mental wellness. The Ko’olau Club-

house is a place where members can go to and return, provides meaningful 

work, gainful employment opportunities to develop interpersonal skills, and 

provide a safe and supportive environment that fosters compentencies needed 

for successful community integration. 

 


